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EVALUATING MODULAR FORMS ON SHIMURA CURVES
PAUL D. NELSON
Abstract. Let f be a newform, as specified by its Hecke eigenvalues, on a
Shimura curve X. We describe a method for evaluating f . The most interest-
ing case is when X arises as a compact quotient of the hyperbolic plane, so
that classical q-expansions are not available. The method takes the form of
an explicit, rapidly-convergent formula that is well-suited for numerical com-
putation. We apply it to the problem of computing modular parametrizations
of elliptic curves, and illustrate with some numerical examples.
1. Introduction
1.1. Computing modular parametrizations. Let E be an elliptic curve over
a totally real number field F . By a modular parametrization of E, we mean a
surjective morphism
(1) JacXB → E
of abelian varieties over F , where XB is the Shimura curve attached to an order
in a quaternion F -algebra B (see §§2.2 and 2.3). The images under (1) of certain
special divisors on XB are called Heegner points (see §4.1), and provide some of the
most versatile examples of analytic constructions of solutions to algebraic equations
(see e.g. [15, 14, 16, 9, 7, 39]).
It is of interest to compute (numerically) the curves XB , the maps (1), and the
images thereunder of special divisors. Methods for doing so have been given in
many, but not all, cases of interest. When XB has very low genus (e.g., genus 0),
one can work with an explicit algebraic description of XB (see [8, 35]); in general,
such a model becomes unmanageable and one must resort to analytic means (see
[4, §3.2]). Methods for computing Heegner points using p-adic analysis (see [3, 11]
and references therein) apply when B ramifies at some finite place, but there are
cases of interest in which B ramifies at no finite place, such as when F 6= Q has odd
degree and E is everywhere unramified; in that setting, Darmon–Rotger [4, §3.2]
describe as “completely open” the problem of computing Heegner points. Even
when p-adic methods apply, it is of independent interest, and described as an open
problem by Greenberg [12, p.5], to obtain a uniform archimedean-analytic method
for computing Heegner points.
We are motivated by the latter problem of computing Heegner points, and more
generally modular parametrizations (1), using archimedean analysis.
1.2. Evaluating modular forms. It is classical that the map (1) is given by a
certain holomorphic differential fB(z) dz on XB , in the sense that the composition
Pic0XB(C) ∼= JacXB(C)→ E(C) ∼= C/Λ
The author was supported by NSF grant OISE-1064866 and partially supported by grant
SNF-137488 during the completion of this paper.
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2 PAUL D. NELSON
of the Abel–Jacobi map for XB with the inverse Weierstrass parametrization of E
should agree, up to isogeny, with the linear extension of
[τ1]− [τ0] 7→
∫ τ1
τ0
fB(z) dz.
A fundamental result of Eichler–Shimura (see [30, §7.4], [39, §1.4.9], [2, §10.3])
characterizes the weight two newform fB (up to a normalizing scalar) by expressing
its Hecke eigenvalues in terms of the arithmetic of E over finite fields.
Thus the problem of computing modular parametrizations reduces to that of
evaluating a newform of known Hecke eigenvalues on a Shimura curve. This problem
is of independent interest. For example, near the end of his paper Shimura Curve
Computations, Elkies [8, §5.5] writes:
The reader will note that so far we have said nothing about com-
puting with modular forms on Shimura curves. Not only is this an
intriguing question in its own right, but solving it may also allow
more efficient computation of Shimura curves and the natural maps
between them, as happens in the classical modular setting.
We distinguish three senses in which one can “compute” the space of holomorphic
modular forms of given positive even integral weight on a Shimura curve XB :
(I) as an abstract vector space.
(II) as an abstract Hecke module.
(III) as a concrete Hecke module realized as a space of differentials on XB .
Solutions to problem (I) are given by classical dimension formulas [30, §2.6] and to
problem (II) by some classical algorithms involving Brandt modules [26], modular
symbols [31], and their generalizations (see [5, 6, 37, 13, 17] and references therein).
In this paper, we address the passage from a known solution of problem (II) to one
of problem (III).
1.3. The role of Fourier expansions. If F = Q is the rational number field,
B = M2(Q) is the matrix algebra, and (for simplicity) XM2(Q) = X0(N) is the
usual compactification of Γ0(N)\H for some natural number N , then XM2(Q) has
the cusp ∞ at which f = fM2(Q) admits a Fourier expansion
(2) f(z) =
∑
n∈N
af (n)q
n with q := e(z) := e2piiz, i =
√−1
for some complex coefficients af (n), where af (1) is nonzero and explicitly normal-
ized. The ratios af (n)/af (1), which depend multiplicatively on n, are determined
explicitly by the Hecke eigenvalues of f , and hence, via the Eichler–Shimura re-
lations, by computable invariants of E. For example, if p is a prime not divid-
ing N , then af (p)/af (1) = p + 1 − #E(Fp). Thus one may compute the map
JacXM2(Q) → E by summing the series∫ τ1
τ0
f(z) dz =
1
2pii
∑
n∈N
af (n)
n
(e(nτ1)− e(nτ0))
obtained by integrating (2) term-by-term (see e.g. [7, 22]).1
1We suppress here discussion of certain technicalities, such as the choice of cusp at which to
expand f .
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If B 6∼= M2(Q), then XB has no cusps (equivalently, the group Γ has no parabolic
elements), so fB does not admit an expansion of the type (2). The absence of such
an expansion makes it more difficult to evaluate fB ; in fact, we are not aware of
any successful attempts to do so prior to the work described in this paper.
1.4. Summary of results. We will describe
(A) a general method for computing the values and line integrals of modular
forms (and their derivatives) on Shimura curves XB using only archimedean
analysis (see §5), and
(B) an explicit, “ready-to-use” formula, obtained by applying the method (A),
in the simple but already interesting case that B is an indefinite quaternion
algebra over Q and XB is attached to an Eichler order of squarefree level
(see §3).
We apply the formula (B) to several numerical examples in §4, so that §§3, 4
and 5 follow roughly a “theorem–application–proof” paradigm. Applications of the
method (A) to other settings, such as those arising from Shimura curves attached to
quaternion algebras over totally real fields, will be taken up in a future paper. The
method itself is general, and extends to arbitrary automorphic quotients attached
to unit groups of quaternion algebras over number fields.
Explicit formula. To sidestep the notational preliminaries needed to state formula
(B) precisely, we illustrate it here in the simplest nontrivial case. Let ∆(z) :=
q
∏
n∈N(1 − qn)24 =
∑
n∈N a∆(n)q
n be the Ramanujan/discriminant function on
the upper half-plane H := {z = x+ iy : y > 0}. It satisfies the functional equation
∆(−1/z) = z12∆(z) and spans the space of cusp forms of weight 12 on SL2(Z). A
famous theorem of Deligne implies that |a∆(n)| ≤ n11/2τ(n) with τ(n) the number
of positive divisors of n.
One can evaluate ∆ on the positive imaginary axis z = iy by summing the series
(3) ∆(iy) =
∑
n∈Z
a∆(n)e
−2piny,
which converges rapidly provided that y is not too small.2 A very special case of
Theorem 3.1 is a new formula for ∆(iy), which, while visibly “worse” than (3), has
the virtue of extending to modular forms on compact Shimura curves for which
analogues of (3) are not available:
Theorem 1.1. Let y1 and y2 be positive reals. Then
(4) (y1y2)
6∆(iy1)∆(iy2) =
∑
a,b,c,d∈Z
ad−bc>0
a∆(ad− bc)e12iθW12 (2pir) ,
where r ∈ R×+ and θ ∈ R/2piZ are the polar coordinates defined by3
reiθ = a
√
y2/y1 + d
√
y1/y2 + i(b/
√
y1y2 − c√y1y2) ∈ C×
and W12 is the rapidly-convergent infinite sum of Bessel functions
W12(x) = 2
−11 ∑
n∈N
n12(nxK11(nx)−K12(nx)).
2The latter condition is not serious, as the functional equation ∆(i/y) = y12∆(iy) allows one
to assume that y ≥ 1.
3For notational simplicity, we suppress the dependence of r and θ on y1, y2, a, b, c, d.
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Figure 1. The “first” modular form on a compact Shimura
curve: Im(z)4/2f(z) for f : H → C in the one-dimensional space
S4(Γ
6
0(1)), as depicted by SAGE’s complex plot command and eval-
uated via the method of this paper. Here Γ60(1) = (
∑4
i=1 Zei) ∩
SL2(R), where e1 = [1, 0; 0, 1], e2 = [1/
√
2, 1/
√
2; 3/
√
2,−1/√2],
e3 = [1/2, 1/2;−3/2, 1/2], and e4 = [0,
√
2; 3
√
2, 0].
It is true, although not completely obvious, that the RHS of (4) converges ab-
solutely, and in fact rapidly; see Remark 3.3.
The general formula given by Theorem 3.1 is no less explicit in principle than
that of Theorem 1.1. It follows that one can compute modular parametrizations
by compact Shimura curves in terms of integrals of expressions essentially of the
shape (4) (see §4 for numerical examples).
In Theorem 3.9, we give formulas for the values of Shimura–Maass derivatives of
newforms, which may be used to compute Taylor expansions with respect to suitable
local parameters. Such formulas should provide an effective tool for computing
equations of Shimura curves, but we do not pursue such applications here.
The formula (4) is similar to those arising from standard methods for computing
values of L-functions, so one interpretation of the results of this paper is that it
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is no more difficult to evaluate automorphic forms on quaternion algebras than to
evaluate L-functions of logarithmically-comparable conductor.
General method. We turn to sketching the general method (A), of which a more
detailed account will be found in §5. Recall, from §1.2, that the problem under
consideration is to recover the values of a newform of given Hecke eigenvalues on a
Shimura curve (see §2 for definitions). The abstract possibility of such recovery is
the content of the multiplicity one theorem (henceforth abbreviated M1) of Jacquet–
Langlands (see §2.3), so one may view the problem under consideration as that of
giving a computationally effective realization of M1. From this perspective, our
main tool suggests itself naturally, as we now explain.
Jacquet–Langlands proved M1 by establishing a correspondence between au-
tomorphic forms on B× and on GL2, identifying scaling classes of newforms on
compact Shimura curves over Q with those on congruence covers of SL2(Z)\H.
Their proof involved a comparison of instances of the Selberg trace formula, and
was non-constructive.
Shimizu [29], generalizing earlier work of Eichler, realized the Jacquet–Langlands
correspondence analytically as a theta correspondence between GO(B) and GL2.
Since GL2 forms admit Fourier expansions, Shimizu’s result reduces our task to
making that theta correspondence computationally effective.
A key new ingredient, which may be of independent computational and theoret-
ical interest, is a technique for computing Petersson inner products on finite index
subgroups of SL2(Z) that does not require knowledge of an explicit fundamental
domain (see §5.3). We have in mind the natural generalization to the setting of
automorphic forms on higher-dimensional quotients attached to GL2 over a num-
ber field, where explicit fundamental domains (and multidimensional oscillating
integrals thereon) seem prohibitively complicated.
1.5. Other approaches. A precursor to the method of this paper was imple-
mented in Jan 2011, described in the notes [25], and presented at the Arizona
Winter School in Mar 2011. A preprint of Voight and Willis [34] describes another
technique, quite different from our own, for performing computations on compact
Shimura curves. Inspired by methods of Stark and Hejhal for computing Fourier
expansions of Maass forms on SL2(Z), the authors compute the Taylor expansion
of a modular form on a compact Shimura curve in a suitable local parameter by
solving for the linear conditions imposed by the automorphy and Hecke relations.
Both techniques seem worth developing: for example, while the approach described
by Voight and Willis is sufficiently flexible to extend even to noncongruence or
nonarithmetic Fuchsian groups, the method described in this paper seems strong
for certain applications, such as computing modular parametrizations of elliptic
curves, in which there are already well-developed methods for obtaining the Hecke
eigenvalues. We thank John Voight for several lively discussions of such matters.
1.6. Acknowledgments. The problem considered in this paper, as well as our
general strategy, was conceived over the course of several fruitful conversations
with Kartik Prasanna; it is a pleasure to thank him for numerous helpful discussions
that have contributed substantially to our own understanding. We thank Andrew
Snowden for helpful discussions during a visit to the University of Michigan in
Jan 2011, at which the first computations of the sort discussed in this paper were
carried out. We thank Henri Darmon, Daniel Disegni, Jon Hanke, Eren Kiral
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Mehmet, Victor Rotger, William Stein, Carlos de Vera, and John Voight for helpful
discussions and encouragement during the Arizona Winter School 2011, of which
we thank the organizers for their support. We thank Nahid Walji for his helpful
feedback on an earlier draft of this paper.
2. Background and notation
2.1. Summary. The remaining subsections (§2.2—§2.4) of §2 aim to make precise
the summary below, and may be skimmed or referred to as necessary.
Groups. For each squarefree integer D possessing an even number of prime factors,
and for each positive integer N coprime to D, we fix a Fuchsian group
ΓD0 (N) = R ∩ SL2(R) < SL2(R)
arising from a choice of Eichler order R of level N in a quaternion algebra B/Q of
discriminant D (see §2.2) together with a sequence of inclusions
R ⊂ B ↪→M2(R)
(see Definition 2.1). We take Γ10(N) = Γ0(N) for convenience.
Newforms. For each Γ < SL2(R) as above and each positive even integer k, we
define the set Fk(Γ) of (holomorphic cuspidal) newforms on Γ (see §2.3).
Jacquet–Langlands correspondents. Let Γ′ = ΓD0 (N) and Γ = Γ0(DN). We re-
call the Jacquet-Langlands correspondence as a natural bijection Fk(Γ′)/C× =
Fk(Γ)/C× between scaling classes of newforms (see §2.4). We say that a pair of
newforms f ′ ∈ Fk(Γ′), f ∈ Fk(Γ) corresponding thereunder are compatibly normal-
ized if f(z) =
∑
n∈N af (n)e(nz) with af (1) = 1 and the Petersson norms of f and
f ′ with respect to standard hyperbolic measures coincide (see Definition 2.2).
2.2. Quaternion algebras and Eichler orders. We collect here some back-
ground on quaternion algebras and Eichler orders that will be relevant for what
follows. We refer to [33] for details and proofs.
Quaternion algebras over general fields. Let F be a field. A quaternion algebra B
over F is a simple F -algebra with center F and dimension 22 = 4 over F . A basic
example is the algebra M2(F ) of 2×2 matrices. A quaternion algebra is called split,
or said to split, if it is isomorphic to M2(F ) (as an F -algebra); it is called non-split,
or said not to split, otherwise. For a, b ∈ F ∗, let B = (a, b|F ) denote the F -algebra
F ⊕ Fi ⊕ Fj ⊕ Fij, where i, j satisfy the relations i2 = a, j2 = b, and ij = −ji.
Then (a, b|F ) is a quaternion algebra over F , and every quaternion algebra over F
is isomorphic to one of this form provided that F is not of characteristic 2.
Let E be an extension field of F . The most relevant examples are quadratic field
extensions of F , and completions of F if F is a number field. Say that E splits
B, or that B splits at/over E, etc., if B ⊗F E ∼= M2(E) splits. It is known that
E splits B if and only if there exists an embedding B ↪→ M2(E) (of F -algebras).
Every quaternion algebra over F is split by some quadratic field extension of F .
For example, if a is not a square in F , then F (
√
a) splits (a, b|F ), and we have an
embedding
(a, b|F ) 3 x0 + x1i+ x2j + x3ij 7→
[
x0 + x1
√
a x2 + x3
√
a
b(x2 − x3
√
a) x0 − x1
√
a
]
∈M2(F (
√
a)).
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A quaternion algebra B comes equipped with a main involution ι that induces
the nontrivial automorphism of every quadratic field extension of F contained in
B. If B ↪→M2(E) as above, then ι may be obtained by restricting the adjoint map(
a b
c d
) 7→ ( d −b−c a ). We denote by
det(α) = ααι ∈ F
tr(α) = α+ αι ∈ F
the (reduced) norm and (reduced) trace on B.4 The trace induces an F -valued
bilinear form
〈b1, b2〉 = tr(b1bι2) = b1bι2 + bι1b2
on B, called the trace pairing.
Quaternion algebras over number fields. Suppose henceforth that F is a number
field, and let |F | be its set of places. If v ∈ |F |, say that v splits B, or that B
splits at/over v, if Fv splits B. For example, if a, b ∈ F×, then (a, b|F ) splits at v if
and only if the Hilbert symbol (a, b)v, which is defined to be 1 if a is a norm from
Fv(
√
b) and −1 otherwise, takes the value 1.
Let ΣB denote the set all v ∈ |F | that do not split B. Class field theory implies
the map B 7→ ΣB induces a bijection between the set of isomorphism classes of
quaternion algebras over F and the set of finite even subsets of |F |; in the case
B = (a, b|F ), this amounts to the product formula ∏v(a, b)v = 1.
The (reduced) discriminant dB of B is the squarefree integral ideal composed
of the primes at which B does not split. When B is a quaternion algebra over the
rational number field F = Q, the discriminant dB is an integral ideal in Z generated
by a unique positive integer dB , which we shall also call the discriminant of B.
Orders. An order R in B is a unital subring of B that is a lattice, i.e., for which
dimZR = dimQB. A maximal order is an order that is maximal in B with respect
to inclusion. For example, if o is an order in F (
√
a) = F ⊕Fi, i2 = a, and b ∈ F ∩o,
then o⊕ oj is an order in (a, b|F ); if o is an order in F , then M2(o) is an order in
M2(F ); if o is maximal in F , then M2(o) is maximal in M2(F ).
An Eichler order R ⊂ B is an intersection of two maximal orders in B. Let o
be the maximal order in the number field F , and ov its closure in Fv for each finite
place v of F . The level of an Eichler order R ⊂ B is the integral ideal N of F ,
coprime to dB , such that for each finite place v of F at which B splits, there exists
an isomorphism B⊗F Fv →M2(Fv) taking R⊗o ov to
( ov ov
Nov ov
)
. When F = Q and
N is generated by the positive integer N , we shall refer to N as the level of R.
Indefinite rational quaternion algebras. An indefinite rational quaternion algebra
is a quaternion algebra over Q that splits at the unique real place ∞ of Q, or
equivalently, for which there exists an embedding B ↪→M2(R) of Q-algebras. Class
field theory implies that the map B 7→ dB induces a bijection between the set of
isomorphism classes of indefinite rational quaternion algebras and the set of positive
squarefree integers having an even number of prime factors.
Let B be an indefinite rational quaternion algebra. The map sending an Eichler
order R ⊂ B to its level N ∈ N induces a bijection between the B×-conjugacy
classes of Eichler orders in B and the positive integers coprime to dB . For example,
4For each embedding B ↪→M2(E), the reduced norm on B is the pullback of the determinant
on M2(E). Thus the notation “det”, while mildly nonstandard, should introduce no confusion.
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if B = M2(Q), then B is an indefinite rational quaternion algebra of discriminant
dB = 1, and every Eichler order of (positive integral) level N in B is conjugate to( Z Z
NZ Z
)
.
Definition 2.1. For each squarefree positive integer D having an even number of
prime factors and each positive integer N coprime to D, we choose a subgroup
(5) ΓD0 (N) < SL2(R),
as follows.
• If D = 1, we take ΓD0 (N) = Γ0(N) =
( Z Z
NZ Z
)∩ SL2(Z) = ( Z ZNZ Z )∩ SL2(R).
• If D 6= 1, we choose an indefinite rational quaternion algebra B of discrim-
inant D, a real embedding B ↪→ M2(R), and an Eichler order R ⊂ B of
level N . We then let ΓD0 (N) = R ∩ SL2(R) be the image of the group of
norm one units in R.
The group ΓD0 (N) is well-defined in the sense that its SL2(R)-conjugacy class is
uniquely determined by D and N . The quotient ΓD0 (N)\ SL2(R) is compact if and
only if D 6= 1.
2.3. Newforms on Shimura curves. We recall the notion of a (holomorphic)
newform on a Shimura curve.
Shimura curves. Let H = {x + iy : y > 0} be the upper half-plane. The group
GL2(R)+ of real 2 × 2 matrices with positive determinant acts on H by fractional
linear transformations:
(
a b
c d
)
z := (az + b)/(cz + d).
Let Γ < SL2(R) be a lattice, that is to say a discrete subgroup of finite Haar-
covolume. For example, ΓD0 (N) is a lattice. More generally, one attaches a lattice
Γ to each sequence of inclusions
(6) R ⊂ B ↪→M2(R),
where B is a quaternion algebra with one split real place over a totally real number
field, B ↪→M2(R) is a fixed real embedding (unique up to conjugation), and R ⊂ B
is an order, by taking Γ = R ∩ SL2(R) the be the image of the group of norm one
units in R.
For each lattice Γ, one defines a compact Riemann surface XΓ by suitably com-
pactifying the quotient Γ\H (see [30, §1.5]). By a Shimura curve,5 we mean an XΓ
for some Γ arising from a sequence (6). Such curves have canonical models over
number fields (see §4.1 and [30, §9]). We call XΓ a compact Shimura curve6 if Γ\H
is compact.
Newforms. For each k ∈ 2N, we recall the weight k slash operator : for each function
f : H→ C and each g ∈ GL2(R)+, the function f |kg is given by
f |kg(z) := det(g)
k/2
(cz + d)k
f(gz) if g =
[∗ ∗
c d
]
.
By an automorphic function of weight k on Γ, we mean a smooth function f : H→ C
that satisfies f |kγ = f for all γ ∈ Γ. The space Sk(Γ) of cusp forms of weight k
on Γ consists of those automorphic functions of weight k that are holomorphic and
vanish at the cusps of Γ, if any. One knows that Sk(Γ) is finite-dimensional, and
that S2(Γ) is isomorphic to the space of holomorphic 1-forms on XΓ.
5This definition is not intended to be exhaustive.
6This terminology is a mild misnomer, because XΓ is in all cases a compact Riemann surface.
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Let Γ˜ denote the set of all α ∈ GL2(R)+ for which ΓαΓ is a finite union of
either left or right Γ-cosets. The Hecke algebra H(Γ) = C[Γ\Γ˜/Γ], which consists
of formal finite C-linear combinations of double cosets ΓαΓ (α ∈ Γ˜), has a natural
right action on Sk(Γ) that linearly extends f |ΓαΓ =
∑
f |kαj if ΓαΓ =
⊔
Γαj . By
a newform in Sk(Γ), we mean an eigenfunction of H(Γ).7 Let Fk(Γ) denote the set
of newforms in Sk(Γ). The set Fk(Γ) is preserved under scaling by C×.
Multiplicity one. For each newform f ∈ Fk(Γ), there is a character λf : H(Γ)→ C×
of the Hecke algebra with the property f |ϕ = λf (ϕ)f for all ϕ ∈ H(Γ). For general
lattices Γ, a newform f need not be determined by λf ; in other words, the one-
dimensional irreducible constituents of the H(Γ)-module Sk(Γ) need not occur with
multiplicity one. One perspective is that Γ˜ is generally too small.
For arithmetic lattices Γ arising from Eichler orders in quaternion algebras, one
knows that Γ˜ = B× ∩GL2(R)+ is large, and (by a theorem of Jacquet–Langlands)
that H(Γ) acts on Sk(Γ) with multiplicity one.
In particular, each newform f on Γ = ΓD0 (N) is determined by its character
λf , the set Fk(Γ)/C× of scaling classes of newforms of given weight is finite, and
the problem of recovering the values of a newform f from its Hecke data λf is
meaningful.
2.4. Jacquet–Langlands correspondence. LetB be an indefinite rational quater-
nion algebra, and let N be a positive integer coprime to dB . Set Γ
′ = ΓdB0 (N)
and Γ = Γ0(dBN). The Jacquet–Langlands correspondence asserts (among other
things) that there is a natural bijection of finite sets
Fk(Γ′)/C× = Fk(Γ)/C×
between the scaling classes of newforms on Γ′ and those on Γ, characterized by
a certain compatibility between the actions of H(Γ′) and H(Γ). This map lifts
non-canonically to a bijection Fk(Γ′)↔ Fk(Γ).
Briefly, fB ∈ Fk(Γ′) corresponds to f ∈ Fk(Γ) if and only if for each prime p
not dividing dBN , one has λfB (Γ
′α′Γ′) = λf (ΓαΓ) for some α′ (resp. α) of integral
trace and determinant p in Γ˜′ (resp. Γ˜).
Definition 2.2 (Compatibly normalized Jacquet–Langlands correspondents). Let
fB ∈ Fk(Γ′) and f ∈ Fk(Γ) be Jacquet–Langlands correspondents. Write
(7) f(z) =
∑
n∈N
af (n)e(nz).
Call f and fB are compatibly normalized if af (1) = 1 and the Petersson norms
of f and fB with respect to the standard hyperbolic measures on Γ\H and Γ′\H
coincide, i.e.,
∫
Γ\H y
k|f(z)|2 dx dyy2 =
∫
Γ′\H y
k|fB(z)|2 dx dyy2 .
Remark 2.3. It is known (see [28, eq. 22] or [33]) that vol(Γ\H) = pi3 dBN
∏
p|dBN (1+
p−1) and vol(Γ′\H) = pi3 dBN
∏
p|dB (1− p−1)
∏
p|N (1 + p
−1).
Remark 2.4. Let f be as above, with af (1) = 1. The coefficients af (n) are deter-
mined, in an explicit and straightforward manner, by λf , hence by λfB . They are
algebraic integers that may be computed in a variety of software packages (such as
SAGE [32]).
7The concise definition given here, which is more closely aligned with the local theory of
newforms after Casselman, agrees with the classical one when Γ = Γ0(N).
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Remark 2.5. By compatibly normalizing f and fB , we have determined the indi-
vidual values fB(z) only up to a scalar of magnitude one. However, for each pair
of points z1, z2 ∈ H, the quantity
(8) fB(z1)fB(z2)
is well-defined in the sense that it is determined by f (hence by λf , hence by λfB )
and by the data R ⊂ B ↪→ M2(R) giving rise to the definition of Γ′. Conversely,
knowledge of the quantities (8) for all z1, z2 ∈ H determines the form fB up to a
scalar of magnitude one.
3. Explicit formula
In this section we state formulas for the values (see §3.1) and derivatives (see
§3.4) of newforms on Shimura curves attached to squarefree level Eichler orders in
indefinite rational quaternion algebras. §§3.2 and 3.3 introduce notation that may
be referred to as necessary.
3.1. Main formula for the values. Let B be an indefinite rational quaternion
algebra, let N be a positive integer prime to dB , and let R ⊂ B ↪→ M2(R) be a
sequence of inclusions giving rise to a lattice Γ′ = ΓdB0 (N) as in §§2.2 and 2.3. Let
Γ = Γ0(dBN). Let k be a positive even integer, and let fB ∈ Fk(Γ′) and f ∈ Fk(Γ)
be compatibly normalized Jacquet–Langlands correspondents, as in Definition 2.2
of §2.4. Let af (n) be the nth Fourier coefficient of f , as in (7). Our immediate
goal is to give an explicit formula for the well-defined quantities fB(z1)fB(z2) (see
Remark 2.5) in the special case that N is squarefree.
Thus, suppose also that N is squarefree. To state our formula, we must introduce
some notation. Let d be a divisor of dBN . A basic consequence of Atkin–Lehner
theory (see [1]) is that the Fourier coefficient af (d) does not vanish (in fact, that
af (d) = ±dk/2−1), hence it makes sense to set
(9) cf (d) :=
µ((d,N))
d · af (d)
(
= d
µ((d, dB))
d
µ(d)
d · af (d)
)
.
For each point z = x+ iy ∈ H in the upper half-plane, define the matrix
σz :=
[
y1/2 xy−1/2
0 y−1/2
]
=
[
y−1/2
y−1/2
] [
1 x
1
] [
y
1
]
∈ SL2(R),
which has the property that it sends i to z under the usual action by fractional
linear transformations.
We postpone the introduction of some additional, more involved notation Vk and
R(d) until §§3.2 and 3.3. Roughly, Vk(L, t) is a rapidly-convergent weighted sum
over a lattice L < M2(R), while R(d) is a lattice in B ↪→ M2(R) that is locally
dual to R at primes dividing d. Taking that notation for granted, our main formula
reads:
Theorem 3.1. For each z1 = x1 + iy1 and z2 = x2 + iy2 in H, we have
(y1y2)
k/2fB(z1)fB(z2) =
∑
n∈N
af (n)
∑
d|dBN
cf (d)Vk
(
σ−1z1 R
(d)σz2 ;n/d
)
.
Proof. See Appendix A.2. 
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Remark 3.2. Theorem 3.1 normalizes fB to have known Petersson norm (i.e., equal
to that of f). This feature will be convenient in some expected applications. The
Petersson norm of f may be computed in a variety of ways (see e.g. Example 5.7).
3.2. Weighted sums over lattices. In this subsection we define Vk(L, t), which
appeared in the statement of Theorem 3.1. Let k be a positive even integer, and
let L be a lattice in M2(R). For example, M2(Z) is a lattice in M2(R). For each
positive real x, define the infinite sum of Bessel functions
Wk(x) := 2
1−k∑
n∈N
nk(nxKk−1(nx)−Kk(nx)).
We refer the reader interested in how Wk arises in nature to Appendix A.2, and
especially (25).
There is a unique R-linear map ι : C → M2(R) sending i to
(
0 1−1 0
)
. Let ε =(
1 −1
)
. Then ε2 = 1 and ει(z)ε = ι(z¯) for all z ∈ C. We have an orthogonal
(with respect to the trace pairing) decomposition M2(R) = ι(C) ⊕ ει(C), which
gives rise to maps X,Y : M2(R) → C by requiring that α = ι(X(α)) + ει(Y (α))
for all α ∈ M2(R). As functions on M2(R), we have det = |X|2 − |Y |2. Set
P := |X|2 + |Y |2. Explicitly,
X(α) =
a+ d+ i(b− c)
2
, Y (α) =
a− d+ i(b+ c)
2
, P (α) =
a2 + b2 + c2 + d2
2
for α =
(
a b
c d
) ∈M2(R).
Finally, for each positive real t, set
(10) Vk(L, t) :=
∑
α∈L
det(α)=t
eik argX(α)Wk(4pi|X(α)|).
Here eik argX(α) = (X(α)/|X(α)|)k.
Remark 3.3. To see that the sum defining Vk(L, t) converges rapidly, note that Wk
is bounded and decays exponentially, and that for each x ≥ 1, there are at most
OL(x
4) elements α ∈ L for which det(α) > 0 and |X(α)| ≤ x. The latter claim
follows from the inequality 2|X(α)|2 ≥ 2|X(α)|2 − det(α) = P (α).
When computing (10) numerically, one restricts the sum over α to those elements
of L for which the positive definite quadratic form P takes values smaller than some
fixed large cutoff.
Example 3.4. If L = M2(Z), then for each positive integer n we have
Vk(L, n) =
∑
a,b,c,d∈Z
ad−bc=n
eikθWk (2pir) , where re
iθ = a+ d+ i(b− c) ∈ C×.
Remark 3.5. Unlike in the case of classical (parabolic) Fourier expansions, the spe-
cial functions Wk that arise in the definition (10), and hence in Theorem 3.1, are
not representation-theoretically significant. Indeed, they are somewhat arbitrary;
other choices are possible, although ours is convenient owing to its direct expression
in terms of the classical K-Bessel function (see §5.3 and Appendix A.2). They are
instead analogous to the test functions that arise in the approximate functional
equation method for computing values of L-functions outside their domain of ab-
solute convergence (see [21, §5.2]). In fact, these is nonempty overlap between that
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method and our own (see Example 5.7), although neither is a special case of the
other.
A generalization relevant for computing Shimura–Maass derivatives. The remain-
der of this subsection will be needed only in the statement of Theorem 3.9. Define
derivations δ1, δ2 on the formal power series ring Z[[x, x¯, y, y¯]] via the table
j δjx δj x¯ δjy δj y¯
1 0 −y¯ −x 0
2 0 y 0 x
For nonnegative integers j1 and j2, define a polynomial pj1,j2 via
pj1,j2 = x
−j1+j2e(xx¯+yy¯)/2δj11 δ
j2
2 e
−(xx¯+yy¯)/2
The definition should be regarded as analogous to that of the Hermite polynomials
Hn(x) = (−1)nex2 dndxn e−x
2
. An induction shows that pj1,j2 has integral coefficients
and is independent of x and x¯, so that we may write
pj1,j2 =
∑
e1,e2∈Z≥0
Cj1,j2e1,e2y
e1 y¯e2
for some integers Cj1,j2e1,e2 . Now set
(11) V j1,j2k (L, t) :=
∑
e1,e2∈Z≥0
(4pi)(j1+j2+e1+e2)/2Cj1,j2e1,e2V
j1,j2
k;e1,e2
(L, t),
where
V j1,j2k;e1,e2(L, t) :=
∑
α∈L
det(α)=t
ei(k+j1+j2) argX(α)Y (α)e1Y (α)e2W
k+
j1+j2+e1+e2
2
(4pi|X(α)|) .
Remark 3.6. One can express pj1,j2 in terms of Laguerre polynomials
(12) L
(α)
` (x) =
∑`
i=0
(−x)i
i!
(
`+ α
`− i
)
as pj1,j2(y, y¯) = j!(−y)j2−j y¯j1−jL(J−j)j (yy¯) with j = min(j1, j2) and J = max(j1, j2).
This identity is not essential for our purposes, so we omit the proof.
Example 3.7. p0,0 = 1, hence V
0,0
k (L, t) = Vk(L, t). p0,j2 = (−y)j2 . pj1,0 =
y¯j1 . p1,j2 = (−1)j2yj2−1(yy¯ − j2). pj1,1 = −y¯j1−1(yy¯ − j1). pj,j = j!L(0)j (yy¯) =
et d
j
dtj (t
je−t)
∣∣∣
t=yy¯
.
3.3. Locally dual lattices. Let B be an indefinite rational quaternion algebra,
and let R ⊂ B be an Eichler order of level N . We define here for each divisor d
of dBN the auxiliary lattice R
(d) attached to R that appeared in the statement of
Theorem 3.1 in §3.4.
Let R∗ be the lattice dual to R with respect to the trace pairing. Thus, R is the
set of all α ∈ B for which 〈α, r〉 ∈ Z for all r ∈ R. We have R∗ ⊃ R.
It is a general fact that lattices in vector spaces over Q may be characterized
locally. In our context, this means more precisely the following: Let p be a prime
number, and set Bp = B⊗Z Zp = B⊗QQp. For each lattice L < B (such as L = R
or L = R∗), set Lp = L⊗Z Zp. Then Lp is lattice in Bp. If L,L′ are lattices in B
that satisfy Lp = L
′
p for all primes p, then L = L
′.
We may characterize the dual lattice R∗ as follows:
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• If p - dBN , then Rp = R∗p.
• If p | dB , then Bp is a discrete valuation ring, Rp is the unique maximal
order in Bp, and R
∗
p is the inverse of its unique maximal ideal.
• If p | N , there exists an isomorphism ι : Bp → M2(Qp) taking Rp to the
Eichler order
(
Zp Zp
NZp Zp
)
. We then have ι(R∗p) =
(
Zp N−1Zp
Zp Zp
)
.
For each divisor d of dBN , there is a unique intermediate lattice R
∗ ⊃ R(d) ⊃ R
for which
R(d)p =
{
Rp if p - d,
R∗p if p | d
as lattices in Bp. We have R
(1) = R and R(dBN) = R∗, while R(d) is indeed locally
dual to R at the prime divisors of d.
3.4. Extension to Shimura–Maass derivatives. A generalization of Theorem
3.1 gives a formula for arbitrary Shimura–Maass derivatives of a newform fB . These
determine the geodesic polar expansion of fB about an arbitrary point, which is
useful for rapidly evaluating fB at a large number of points.
Let k be a positive even integer, and Γ < SL2(R) a lattice. Let
δk := y
−k/2−1
(
2iy
∂
∂z
+
k
2
)
yk/2 = (−4pi) · 1
2pii
(
∂
∂z
+
k
2iy
)
be the Shimura–Maass raising operator sending (not necesssarily holomorphic) au-
tomorphic functions on Γ of weight k to those of weight k+ 2. This agrees with the
action by the element 12
(
1 i
i −1
)
of the complexified Lie algebra of SL2(R) under the
usual identification of automorphic functions f of weight k′ (k′ = k or k′ = k + 2)
on Γ with functions F (g) = (f |k′g)(i) on SL2(R) satisfying F
(
γg
(
cos θ sin θ
− sin θ cos θ
))
=
F (g)eik
′θ for all γ ∈ Γ, θ ∈ R/2piZ. For notational simplicity, we henceforth omit
the subscript k from δk and write δ
` for the `-fold composition δk+2l−2◦· · ·◦δk+2◦δk.
Example 3.8. If Γ contains ( 1 11 ) and f ∈ Sk(Γ) has the Fourier expansion
f(z) =
∑
n∈N anq
n, then its first couple of Shimura–Maass derivatives are δf(z) =∑
n∈N
(
k
y − 4pin
)
anq
n and δ2f(z) =
∑
n∈N
(
k(k+1)
y2 − 2(k+1)(4pin)y + (4pin)2
)
anq
n.
For ` ∈ Z≥0, an induction confirms that δ`f is the weight k+ 2` automorphic func-
tion with Fourier expansion δ`f(z) = y−``!
∑
n∈N L
(k−1)
` (4piny)anq
n, where L
(k−1)
`
is a Laguerre polynomial as in (12).
Theorem 3.9. With notation and assumptions as in Theorem 3.1, and V j1,j2k as
in (11), we have
y
k
2 +j1
1 y
k
2 +j2
2 δ
j1fB(z1)δ
j2fB(z2) =
∑
n∈N
af (n)
∑
d|dBN
cf (d)V
j1,j2
k
(
σ−1z1 R
(d)σz2 ;
n
d
)
.
Proof. See Appendix A.2. 
3.5. Complements.
Specialization to CM points. The following brief remarks are not necessary for gen-
eral comprehension of the paper. Let K be an imaginary quadratic field. Suppose
that z = z1 = z2 ∈ H is the fixed point of some embedding K ↪→ B. Then the
lattices σ−1z R
(d)σz arising in Theorems 3.1 and 3.9 decompose as “sums of trans-
lates of products” of quadratic lattices tailored to the orthogonal decomposition
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B = K⊕K⊥ afforded by the trace pairing (see [27] for a more precise discussion of
related issues), leading to a pleasant formula for δj1fB(z)δ
j2fB(z) involving sums
of the shape∑∑
m1,m2≥0
`1m1>`2m2
af (`1m1 − `2m2)r1(m1)r2(m2)Wk+ j1+j2+e1+e22 (4pi
√
m1).
Here `1 and `2 are positive integers, while r1(m1) and r2(m2) are the Fourier
coefficients of certain imaginary quadratic theta series given by
r1(m1) =
∑
α∈a1
|α|2=m1
(
α
|α|
)k+j1+j2
, r2(m2) =
∑
α∈a2
|α|2=m2
αe1αe2
for some (translates of) lattices a1, a2 in K. We do not state any precise forms of
such identities here, but remark that we have implemented their derivation algo-
rithmically. It would be interesting to compare what one gets in this way when
j1 = j2 with what one would get via an explicit form of Waldspurger’s formula and
an approximate functional equation.
In this way, one simplifies the problem of evaluating Vk(L; t) from one of enumer-
ating short vectors in a rank four quadratic lattice over Q to one of enumerating
short vectors in a pair of rank one Hermitian lattices over K.
Remarks on assumptions. We have restricted N to be squarefree in our formulas
only because our method of choice requires knowledge of the Fourier expansion of
f at each cusp of Γ0(dBN) (see §5). The problem of writing down such expansions
for forms of non-squarefree level, while not altogether trivial, seems orthogonal to
the primary purposes of this paper (see e.g. [24, §1.9] for further discussion). For
weights k > 2, one can use the holomorphic projection method described in §5.4 to
obtain formulas valid for general levels involving the Fourier expansion of f only
at the cusp ∞. See Remark 5.8 for some musings on whether this method can be
extended to the crucial case k = 2.
4. Numerical examples
In [25], we gave several examples of computations of the values and derivatives
of modular forms on compact Shimura curves using a precursor of the method
presented thus far. For example, we checked the rationality of their absolute values
at CM points up to powers of known real periods.
Shortly after [25] was presented, we improved the method to its present form and
worked out some numerical examples along the lines of the motivation discussed in
§1.1. In this section, we record several such examples.
In more detail, this section is organized as follows. In §4.1, we recall how given a
(modular) elliptic curve E/Q and an imaginary quadratic discriminant D satisfying
certain compatibility conditions, together with an auxiliary Atkin-Lehner operator
τ , one can attach a point P (D, τ) ∈ E(HD) (with HD the ring class field attached
to D) which is well-defined up to automorphisms of E and Galois conjugacy. We
formulate a precise sense in which it is meaningful to compute such points (Problem
4.1). In §4.2, we recall how such computation reduces to the evaluation of modular
forms on Shimura curves. In §4.3, we record a small sample of numerical results
obtained using the formulas stated in §3.
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4.1. Setting. Let B be an indefinite rational quaternion algebra, let N be a posi-
tive integer coprime to dB , and let R ⊂ B ↪→M2(R) be an Eichler order and fixed
real embedding giving rise to Γ′ = ΓdB0 (N) = R ∩ SL2(R) as in §§2.2 and 2.3. Let
XB := X
dB
0 (N) be the Shimura curve attached to Γ
′ as in §2.3.
CM points. Let D be a negative quadratic discriminant, so that D = dKc
2 for
some c ∈ N and some imaginary quadratic field K of discriminant dK < 0.
There is a unique (up to isomorphism) quadratic order O = OD of discriminant
D, constructed as O = Z[c(dK +
√
dK)/2]. Let HD/K be the ring class exten-
sion of K attached to O, so that class field theory gives a natural isomorphism
Art : Pic(O) → Gal(HD/K). Let h(D) = # Pic(O) = [HD : K] be the class
number of D.
Call an embeddingO ↪→ R optimal if its extension toK ↪→ B satisfiesK∩R = O.
Let CMD(XB) denote the set of images in XB of fixed points in H for optimal
embeddings O ↪→ R (recall that R ↪→ M2(R) is fixed). There is a faithful action
of Pic(O) on the set of optimal embeddings O ↪→ R, which descends to a faithful
action on CMD(XB) that we denote by ζ · a for ζ ∈ CMD(XB) and a ∈ Pic(O): if
ζ is fixed by an optimal embedding j : O ↪→ R, and γ ∈ B ∩GL2(R)+ is chosen to
satisfy γj(a)R = R, then ζ · a = γζ.
Atkin–Lehner operators. Let R+ = B ∩ GL2(R)+ be the monoid of positive norm
elements in R. Call each τ ∈ R+ that normalizes Γ′ an Atkin–Lehner operator.
The image in Aut(Γ′\H) of the Atkin–Lehner operators is a group that we denote
by AL(Γ′). We have AL(Γ′) ∼= (Z/2)ω(dBN), where ω(dBN) is the number of prime
factors of dBN , with representatives τd =
∏
p|d τp indexed by the positive squarefree
divisors d of dBN , where:
• For p | dB , τp ∈ R+ is an arbitrary element of norm p.
• For pα || N , τp ∈ R+ is an element of norm pα that maps to
(
0 −1
pα 0
)
under
a surjection R→M2(Z/pβ) taking R to
(
Z/pβ Z/pβ
pαZ/pβ Z/pβ
)
for some β > α.
Canonical models. We regard XB as an algebraic curve over Q with respect to its
canonical model as in [30, §9], characterized as follows: for each negative quadratic
discriminant D and each ζ ∈ CMD(XB), one has ζ ∈ XB(HD); moreover, for each
a ∈ Pic(OD), one has ζ ·a = ζArt(a). The group AL(Γ′) acts on XB via maps defined
over Q, hence preserving CMD(XB) and commuting with Gal(HD/K). The group
AL(Γ′)×Gal(HD/K) acts transitively on CMD(XB).
Heegner points. Let E be an elliptic curve over Q of conductor dBN , and let O =
OD ⊂ K = Q(
√
D) be an imaginary quadratic order of discriminant D. We assume
that N is squarefree, that c is prime to N , and that CMD(XB) 6= ∅. In view of the
former assumptions, the latter holds if and only if
(1) the prime divisors of dB do not split K,
(2) the prime divisors of N split K, and
(3) c is prime to dB .
Note that these conditions determine dB in terms of E and K.
The modularity theorem, the Jacquet–Langlands correspondence and Faltings’s
isogeny theorem imply that there is a surjective Q-map ϕ : JacXB → E arising,
as in §1.2, from some newform fB ∈ F2(Γ′). Such maps are not unique, since
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post-composing one with a Q-isogeny E → E gives another, but we may and shall
pin down the Aut(E)-orbit of ϕ by requiring that it not factor through a Q-isogeny
E → E of degree > 1.
To a CM point ζ ∈ CMD(XB) and an Atkin–Lehner operator τ ∈ AL(Γ′), we at-
tach a point P (D, τ) ∈ E(HD) obtained as the image of [τζ]−[ζ] ∈ Pic0(XB)(HD) ∼=
Jac(XB)(HD) under ϕ. Although P (D, τ) depends upon ζ, its orbit under Aut(E)×
Gal(HD/K) depends only upon D and τ . To classify such orbits conveniently, we
assume that E is given by an affine equation y2 +a1xy+a3y = x
3 +a2x
2 +a4x+a6
with coefficients in Q (so that the {±1}-orbits on E are classified by x-coordinates),
and also that E admits complex multiplication by neither Q(i) nor Q(
√−3) (so that
Aut(E) = {±1}).8 The Galois orbit of an algebraic number is classified by its mini-
mal polynomial. Letting x(P (D, τ)) ∈ HD denote the x-coordinate of P (D, τ), the
following computational problem is then meaningful:
Problem 4.1. For (E,D, τ) as above, find the minimal polynomial of x(P (D, τ)).
The novelty here is that we are able to address this problem via archimedean
analysis even when dB 6= 1 (see §1.1).
4.2. Method. Our method for addressing Problem 4.1 is the natural one suggested
by the content of §1.2 and Theorem 3.1. Let the newform fB ∈ Fk(Γ′) realize
ϕ : JacXB → E, as in §1.2. Suppose that fB is compatibly normalized with its
Jacquet–Langlands lift f as in Definition 2.2, so that Theorem 3.1 applies. The
Fourier coefficients af (n) may be read off from the arithmetic of E over finite fields
in the usual way.
(1) We find a basis for H1(XB ,Z), which amounts to finding generators for (the
abelianization of) Γ′. In the examples below, we either found such genera-
tors in the paper [23] or worked them out “by hand”. In more complicated
examples, we could use the algorithm [36] as implemented in MAGMA.
(2) Using Theorem 3.1, we compute to high precision some generators9 for the
lattice ΛfB :=
{∫
γ
fB(z) dz : γ ∈ H1(XB ,Z)
}
=
{∫ γz0
z0
fB(z) dz : γ ∈ Γ′
}
(z0 ∈ H fixed).
(3) Using the built-in functionality of SAGE/PARI, we choose a Weierstrass
parametrization C/ΛE ∼= E(C) for E.
(4) We compute a minimal isogeny C/ΛfB → C/ΛE , or equivalently, a nonzero
complex number µ for which µΛfB is contained in ΛE with minimal index.
Our assumption Aut(E) = {±1} implies that µ is determined up to ±1.
(5) For τ ∈ AL(Γ′) and γ1, γ2 ∈ Γ′, we compute
∫ γ2τζ
γ1ζ
fB(z) dz via Theorem
3.1 and its image P (ζ, τ) under C → C/ΛfB µ−→ C/ΛE ∼= E(C) via the
elliptic exponential functionality of SAGE/PARI. Note that P (ζ, τ) is in-
dependent of γ1 and γ2, which we choose to minimize the length of the
integration contour.
(6) Let ζ1, . . . , ζh(D) be the Gal(HD/K)-orbit of some ζ ∈ CMD(XB). We
compute these as the fixed points for the Pic(O)-orbit of some optimal
embedding O ↪→ R. The minimal polynomial of x(P (D, τ)) divides ∏(t−
x(P (ζi, τ))) ∈ Q[t], whose coefficients we compute precisely.
8The latter condition is imposed strictly for convenience (see [30, §6.1]).
9In practice, it suffices to compute only one generator to high precision.
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4.3. Results. We consider the following (Cremona-labeled) elliptic curves:
E model
15A1 y
2 + xy + y = x3 + x2 − 10x− 10
21A2 y
2 + xy = x3 − 49x− 136
35A1 y
2 + y = x3 + x2 + 9x+ 1
26A1 y
2 + xy + y = x3 − 5x− 8
26B2 y
2 + xy + y = x3 − x2 − 213x− 1257
The table below records some Heegner points that we found on these curves, all
coming from uniformizations by compact Shimura curves (dB 6= 1). The points not
labeled as torsion have infinite order.
E D h τ minimal polynomial of x(P (D, τ))
15A1 −7 1 τ3 x = −4
τ5 x = 3 (2-torsion)
τ15 x = 4/7
−7 · 22 1 τ3 x = −1108/25 = −5−2222771
−40 2 τ3 x = −29/32
τ5 x = 3 (2-torsion)
−43 1 τ3 x = −1339/256 = −2−81311031
τ5 x = 3 (2-torsion)
τ15 x = −79/2107 = −7−243−1791
−52 2 τ3 21052x2 − 67072x+ 202177
−55 4 τ3 11x2 + 2509x− 751
−67 1 τ3 x = −461899/30976 = −2−811−2127136371
21A2 −15 2 τ7 x = −23/5
−39 4 τ7 13x2 − 103x+ 433
−43 1 τ7 x = −1588/225 = −3−25−2223971
−51 2 τ7 x = −116/17 = −17−122291
−15 · 22 2 τ7 x = −527/5 = −5−1171311
−67 1 τ7 x = −17972/4225 = −5−213−2224493
35A1 −7 1 τ5 x = −1/7
−8 1 τ5 x = −49/8
−23 3 τ5 23x3 + 5062x2 + 3951x+ 41291
−7 · 22 1 τ5 x = −7401/7 = −7−13124671
−8 · 22 2 τ5 x = −49/8
−43 1 τ5 x = −489/688 = −2−443−1311631
−7 · 32 4 τ5 7x2 − 13x+ 73
−67 1 τ5 x = −202489/4288 = −2−667−171289271
26A1 −59 3 τ2 114591x3 + 2708827x2 + 2483001x+ 1553249x
−67 1 τ2 −2020489/2815675 = −5−241−267−120204891
26B2 −24 1 τ13 −359/12 = −2−33−13591
−52 2 τ13 point at infinity
We emphasize that although we have listed only the (minimal polynomial of the)
x-coordinate, the y-coordinate may be recovered by solving a quadratic equation.
Remark 4.2. These points were evaluated numerically using a mixture of SAGE/PARI
and C++/GSL, and then recognized via continued fractions with the naked eye.
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We do not claim that our results are correct, but it is likely that they are, be-
cause in all cases we obtained a point with the expected field of definition. In
principle, one could carry out such computations provably correctly by bounding
the error terms in our explicit formulas and the heights of the points P (D, τ) (via
Gross–Zagier/Zhang formulas, see [22, §5]).
Example 4.3. For (E,D) = (35A1,−23) (resp. (26A1,−59)), we have h(D) = 3,
so there are three Atkin–Lehner orbits of CM points of conductor D on the Shimura
curve XdB0 (1) with dB = 35 (resp. 26). Letting x1, x2, x3 denote the x-coordinates
of the resulting points on E(C), we compute numerically that 231
∏
(t− xi) (resp.
114591
∏
(t− xi)) is approximately
23t3 + 5061.9999982 . . . t2 + 3950.9999999 . . . t+ 41290.9999609 . . .
(resp.
114591t3 + 2708826.9996 . . . t2 + 2483000.9994 . . . t+ 1553248.99991 . . . .)
In each case we obtain approximately the integral-coefficient polynomial given
above, whose roots generate a cubic subfield of the Hilbert class field HD of Q(
√
D).
Example 4.4. We have listed only one example in which our computation returned
a torsion point for “non-obvious” reasons: E = 26B2, D = −52 and τ = τ13, for
which the rank of the quadratic twist ED is 0.
Example 4.5. For E = 35A, D = −63 = −7 · 32, we got a point defined over the
ring class field H−63 = Q(
√−7,√−3) of the order Z[3(1 +√−7)/2] ⊂ Q(√−7) of
conductor 3.
5. General method
Throughout this section, we assume the notation and definitions of §2.
5.1. Overview. Let B be an indefinite rational quaternion algebra, let N be a
positive integer coprime to dB , let Γ
′ = ΓdB0 (N), let R ⊂ B ↪→ M2(R) be the
Eichler order and real embedding for which Γ′ = R ∩ SL2(R) arises as (the image
of) the group of norm one units in R, and let Γ = Γ0(dBN). Let k be a positive even
integer, and let fB ∈ Fk(Γ′) and f ∈ Fk(Γ) be compatibly normalized Jacquet–
Langlands correspondents.
One can compute the values of fB in the following way:
(I) Write down an explicit form of the Shimizu correspondence. This expresses
fB in the form
(13) (y1y2)
k/2fB(z1)fB(z2) =
∫
Γ\H
ykf(z)θz1,z2(z)
dx dy
y2
,
where θz1,z2 is an explicit non-holomorphic theta series depending only
upon R ⊂ B ↪→ M2(R) and k. Thanks to a result of Watson [38, §2.1],
doing so amounts to an exercise in “unadelization.” We define θz1,z2 in §5.2
and show that it satisfies (13) in Appendix B.
(II) Compute the Petersson inner product on the RHS of (13). We discuss sev-
eral approaches to this problem in §5.4. Our preferred approach (Theorem
5.6), which leads to the explicit formulas of §3, requires also the following
intermediate step:
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(I 12 ) Write down the constant term in the Fourier expansion of y
kf(z)θz1,z2(z)
at each cusp of Γ. We carry this out in Appendix A.1 when N is
squarefree.
After stating a precise form of the identity (13) in §5.2, we turn to a discussion
of the general problem of computing integrals of automorphic functions (e.g., Pe-
tersson inner products). This discussion occupies the remainder of §5 and serves to
motivate Theorem 5.6, which gives a formula for rather general such integrals via
roughly a “hybrid Rankin-Selberg and approximate functional equation” approach.
In Appendix A.2, we apply the procedure outlined above to prove the formulas
stated in §3.
Remark 5.1. This procedure applies also to more general automorphic quotients
(such as Shimura curves associated to quaternion algebras over totally real fields),
but we reserve further comments in that direction for a future paper.
5.2. Definition of Shimizu theta function. Let notation be as in §5.1. Recall
the functions X and P defined in §3.2. For each lattice L < M2(R) and positive
reals t and y, set
Uk(L; t, y) :=
1
2
y
∑
α∈L
det(α)=t
X(α)ke−2piyP (α).
Fix z1, z2 ∈ H, recall the notation σzi from §3.1, and define10
θz1,z2(z) :=
∑
n∈Z
Uk(σ
−1
z1 Rσz2 ;n, y)e(nx).
Theorem 5.2 ([38], Appendix B). We have θz1,z2 |kγ = θz1,z2 for all γ ∈ Γ, and
the identity (13) holds.
Remark 5.3. The quadratic form (B, det) represents 0 (nontrivially) if and only if
B is split, so that Uk(L; 0, y) 6= 0 for some lattice L < B if only if B ∼= M2(Q).
5.3. Problem: computing integrals of automorphic functions. Let M be a
positive integer and Γ = Γ0(M).
11 There arose in §5.1 the problem of computing
the Petersson inner product of a fixed newform against an explicit theta series on
Γ\H. This problem is a special case of a more general one to which we now turn.
Suppose that we are given a Γ-invariant function F : Γ\H→ C. By “given,” we
mean that we know the Fourier expansion
(14) F (τz) =
∑
n∈Q
aF (n, y; τ)e(nx)
of F , for each τ ∈ SL2(Z), to some large but finite precision. The main example
to keep in mind is when F (z) = ykf1(z)f2(z) for suitably regular automorphic
functions f1 and f2 of the same weight k, at least one of which is neither holomorphic
nor a Hecke eigenform. Other approaches are available when, say, both f1 and f2
are holomorphic.
We do not assume any regularity of F , but we do assume that it is absolutely
integrable on Γ\H. We assume also that one can compute aF (n, y; τ), to a given
precision, in essentially bounded time for large y and in time (1/y)O(1) for small y.
10See Appendix A.1 for the Fourier expansion of θz1,z2 at other cusps.
11The discussion that follows applies reasonably well to any lattice Γ with cusps.
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Given such an F , how can we compute the integral∫
F :=
∫
Γ\H
F (z)
dx dy
y2
?
In applications we might wish to compute many such integrals (say a million).
5.4. Some candidate approaches. As motivation, we describe here some natural
approaches to the problem stated in §5.3.
Candidate approach 1: brute force. Suppose first that M = 1, and that the Fourier
expansion (14) converges rapidly on the standard fundamental domain
(15) F := {z = x+ iy ∈ H : |x| ≤ 1/2, |z| ≥ 1}
for SL2(Z). The latter condition holds in all applications we have in mind, so we
henceforth refrain from stating it explicitly in this informal discussion. Then we
can compute
∫
F by truncating its Fourier expansion and integrating each term
over F .
For general M , we can take as a fundamental domain for Γ\H the essentially
disjoint union of τF over τ ∈ SL2(Z)/Γ.12 Then
∫
F is the sum over τ of the
integral of F (τz) over F , which we compute as above.
Candidate approach 2: holomorphic projection. Suppose that k > 2, and that F is
a product F (z) = ykf1(z)f2(z) where f1 ∈ Sk(Γ) is a holomorphic cusp form. Sup-
pose also there exists δ > 0 such that that f2(τz) y−δ for all τ ∈ SL2(Z), y ≥ 1.13
Let 〈, 〉 denote the Petersson “inner product” on weight k automorphic functions on
Γ, given by 〈h1, h2〉 =
∫
Γ\H y
kh1(z)h2(z)
dx dy
y2 whenever the integral converges ab-
solutely. The pairing 〈, 〉 induces the structure of a finite-dimensional Hilbert space
on Sk(Γ), so there exists a unique form h2 ∈ Sk(Γ), called the holomorphic projec-
tion of f2, with the property that 〈h1, h2〉 = 〈h1, f2〉 for all h1 ∈ Sk(Γ). Suppose
that the Fourier expansion of f2 at ∞ reads f2(z) =
∑
af2(n, y)e(nx), with the
sum taken over n ∈ N. Then, following Gross–Zagier [14, §IV.5], its holomorphic
projection h2 has the expansion h2(z) =
∑
ah2(n)e(nz), where
(16) ah2(n) =
∫
R×+
yk/2af2(n, y) · yk/2e−2piny d
×y
y∫
R×+
yk/2e−2piny · yk/2e−2piny d×yy
.
By linear algebra on the finite-dimensional space Sk(Γ), we may write h2 = cf1 +h
′
2
for some complex number c and some element h2 of Sk(Γ) that is 〈, 〉-orthogonal to
f1. The quantity
∫
F = 〈f1, f2〉 = 〈f1, h2〉 = c〈f1, f1〉 may now be computed in a
number of ways (see e.g. Example 5.7).
Candidate approach 3: equidistribution of thickened horocycles. Our eventual method
of choice (Theorem 5.6 below) is natural from several perspectives in retrospect,
but was originally inspired by the following technique used by Holowinsky [19] in
his work on the quantum unique ergodicity conjecture. Suppose, for simplicity, that
M = 1. Let Y be a real parameter tending to ∞. The thickened horocycle
RY := {x+ iy ∈ H : |x| ≤ 1/2, y ∈ [Y −1, 2Y −1]}
12In implementations, the sum over τ ∈ SL2(Z)/Γ is replaced by a sum over the cusps of Γ.
13This assumption holds in the setting of §5.1 provided that B 6∼= M2(Q).
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contains  Y copies of the fundamental domain F for SL2(Z)\H (see (15)), so it is
reasonable to expect that∫
F ≈ 1
Y
∫
z∈RY
F (z)
dx dy
y2
=
1
Y
∫ 2Y −1
y=Y −1
aF (0, y; 1)
d×y
y
.
Intuitively,
∫
F should be roughly an average of the constant term aF (0, y; 1) taken
over y sufficiently close to 0. This is made rigorous in the following lemma implicit
in [19] (although the formulation here is our own).
Lemma 5.4. Fix a smooth compactly-supported function h ∈ C∞c (R×+) with Mellin
transform h∧(s) =
∫
(2)
h(y)y−s ds2pii normalized so that h
∧(1) =
∫
SL2(Z)\H
dx dy
y2 .
Define a norm S on the space of functions F : SL2(Z)\H → C by S(F ) =∫
z∈F y
1/2|F (z)| dx dyy2 . Let F : SL2(Z)\H → C be a function for which S(F ) < ∞,
and let aF (0, y; 1) be its zeroth Fourier coefficient at ∞ as in (14). Then for each
Y ≥ 1, we have
(17)
∫
SL2(Z)\H
F (z)
dx dy
y2
=
1
Y
∫
y∈R∗+
h(Y y)aF (0, y; 1)
d×y
y
+O
(
S(F )
Y 1/2
)
,
where the implied constant depends only upon h.
5.5. Criticism of candidate approaches. The approaches described in §5.4
work,14 but suffer some drawbacks, which we now describe.
The brute force approach, which involves integrating over F , is somewhat slow.
In applications, we are not aware of closed form expressions for the integrals over
F that arise, so we must compute each one afresh. A typical such integral might
look like a linear combination of terms∫ ∞
y=0
∫ 1/2
x=−1/2
x2+y2≥1
yk−1e2piinbe−2picy dx dy
over some integers b and nonnegative reals c. Caching helps, but not enough to
carry out efficiently certain more advanced applications, such as Heegner point
computations.
Moreover, we have in mind the natural generalization of the problem under
consideration to the setting of automorphic forms on GL2 over a number field, in
which the integral over Γ0(M)\H with its explicit fundamental domain becomes
replaced by an integral over a (2r1 + 3r2)-dimensional quotient ∆\(Hr1 ×Hr23 ), or
perhaps several copies of such quotients; here H3 is hyperbolic upper half-space. An
explicit description of a fundamental domain for ∆\(Hr1×Hr23 ) seems prohibitively
complicated, even for the simplest nontrivial number fields. Even granting such a
description, the problem of integrating an oscillating multivariate function over such
a fundamental domain (a few million times) still seems computationally infeasible.
The holomorphic projection approach works quite well when k is large enough,
even over number fields. It is simpler than the other methods in the presence of
nontrivial level because it requires knowledge of the Fourier coefficients aF (n, y; τ)
only when τ = 1 (i.e., at the cusp ∞). When k is small, say k = 6 or k = 4,
the computation of the numerator of (16) becomes prohibitively slow. There is
14We have experimented with the first two (using SAGE) for F arising as a rather general
product of squarefree level newforms, their derivatives, and Shimizu theta series; see [25].
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a holomorphic projection formula for k = 2 that we have not stated here (see
[14, §IV.6]), but it involves a delicate limiting procedure that seems to render it
computationally ineffective. For us, the case k = 2 is important owing to its
relevance for computing modular parametrizations of elliptic curves.
Lemma 5.4 is convenient for certain theoretical applications, as in [19]. However,
it is not well-suited for numerics: One must take Y 1/2  10R in Lemma 5.4 to
obtain R digits of precision past the decimal point, but it may require time (not less
than) polynomial in Y to compute the integral on the RHS of (17). For applications
in which high precision is needed, an algorithm requiring time exponential in the
number of digits of desired precision is infeasible.
5.6. Our method of choice. We begin by recalling some background on Eisen-
stein series. Let ξ(s) = ΓR(s)ζ(s) be the completed Riemann zeta function, where
ΓR(s) = pi−s/2Γ(s/2) and ζ(s) =
∑
n∈N n
−s (Re(s) > 1). Let Γ∞ = {± ( 1 n1 ) : n ∈ Z}
be the stabilizer in SL2(Z) of the cusp ∞, let
Es(z) =
∑
γ∈Γ∞\ SL2(Z)
Im(γz)s (Re(s) > 1)
be the standard real-analytic Eisenstein series for SL2(Z), and let E∗s (z) = 2ξ(2s)Es(z)
be its completion. The functions Es and E
∗
s descend to SL2(Z)\H. We collect some
of their standard properties in the following proposition.
Proposition 5.5 (see [20]). Let z ∈ H. The function s 7→ Es(z), defined initially
for Re(s) > 1 by an absolutely and locally uniformly convergent series, extends to
a meromorphic function on the complex plane that is holomorphic in the half-plane
Re(s) ≥ 1/2 away from a simple pole at s = 1. The function s 7→ E∗s (z) extends
to a meromorphic function on the complex plane, holomorphic away from simple
poles at s = 1 and s = 0, that satisfies the functional equation E∗s (z) = E
∗
1−s(z).
One has ress=1Es(z) =
(∫
SL2(Z)\H
dx dy
y2
)−1
and ress=1E
∗
s (z) = 1. The function
Es(z) has moderate growth in both variables in the sense that for Re(s) in a fixed
compact subset of [1/2,∞) and z = x+ iy in the fundamental domain F , it satisfies
Es(z) (1+|s|)O(1)yRe(s). The function s 7→ E∗s (z) decays rapidly in vertical strips
in the sense that if A ∈ R, z ∈ H and Re(s) ∈ R are taken to lie in fixed compact
sets, then E∗s (z) (1 + |s|)−A|s(s− 1)|−1.
As motivation, we sketch the proof of Lemma 5.4. Let h and Y be as in its
statement, and define EY (z) =
∑
γ∈Γ∞\ SL2(Z) Y
−1h(Y · Im(γz)). By unfolding,∫
EY F gives the main term on the RHS of (17). On the other hand, Mellin inversion
and a contour shift show that
EY (z) =
∫
(2)
h∧(s)Y s−1Es(z)
ds
2pii
= 1 + Y −1/2
∫
t∈R
h∧(1/2 + it)Y itE1/2+it(z)
dt
2pi
Since repeated partial integration implies that h∧(1/2 + it) (1 + |t|)−A for each
fixed A ∈ R, we deduce from Proposition 5.5 that EY (z) = 1 + O(Y −1/2y1/2) for
all z ∈ F . Integrating against F gives (17).
We refine this argument by completing the Eisenstein series and continuing past
the line Re(s) = 1/2, noting that unlike Es, which has infinitely many poles in the
region 0 < Re(s) < 1/2, the function E∗s is holomorphic away from s = 0 and s = 1.
Fix ε > 0, and let H be a holomorphic function on the strip {s ∈ C : −ε < Re(s) <
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1 + ε} satisfying the conditions H(0) = 0, H(1) = 1, and H(s)  (1 + |s|)O(1).
For example, one can take H(s) = s. Then H(s)E∗s is holomorphic away from its
simple pole at s = 1 of residue 1 and decays rapidly in the strip −ε < Re(s) < 1+ε,
so for each δ ∈ (0, ε), we have the fundamental identity
1 = ress=1H(s)E
∗
s =
(∫
(1+δ)
−
∫
(−δ)
)
H(s)E∗s
ds
2pii
(18)
=
∫
(1+δ)
(H(s)−H(1− s))E∗s
ds
2pii
.
In the final step, we used the functional equation E∗s = E
∗
1−s.
We would like to integrate (18) against F : Γ\H→ C and interchange the order
of integration to obtain∫
F =
∫
(1+δ)
(H(s)−H(1− s))2ξ(2s)
(∫
FEs
)
ds
2pii
.
By taking δ sufficiently small, we see that this interchange is justified provided that
|F (z)|  y−α for some fixed α > 0 and all z = x+ iy with y ≥ 1. Unfolding gives∫
FEs =
∫
y∈R×+ a0(0, y; 1)y
s−1 d×y.
If Γ is a finite index subgroup of SL2(Z) and F is on Γ\H, then applying the
above argument to its pushforward z 7→∑Γ\ SL2(Z) F (τz) on SL2(Z)\H yields:
Theorem 5.6. Let Γ be a finite index subgroup of SL2(Z). Let F : Γ\H→ C be a
bounded measurable function satisfying F (τz) y−α for some fixed α > 0, almost
all z = x+iy with y ≥ 1, and all τ ∈ SL2(Z). Let ε > 0, and let H be a holomorphic
function on {s ∈ C : −ε < Re(s) < 1 + ε} satisfying H(0) = 0, H(1) = 1, and
H(s) (1 + |s|)O(1). Then for δ ∈ (0,min(α, ε)), we have∫
Γ\H
F (z)
dx dy
y2
=
∫
(1+δ)
(H(s)−H(1− s))2ξ(2s)
∑
τ∈Γ\ SL2(Z)
aF (0, ·; τ)∧(1− s) ds
2pii
.
Here aF (0, y; τ) is the constant term of the Fourier expansion of F (τz) as in (14),
while
aF (0, ·; τ)∧(1− s) :=
∫
y∈R×+
aF (0, y; τ)y
s−1 d×y.
Example 5.7. We give an example in which Theorem 5.6 specializes to the approxi-
mate functional equation applied to Rankin–Selberg L-functions. Take Γ = SL2(Z),
k = 12, and let ∆(z) = q
∏
(1 − qn)24 = ∑ a∆(n)qn ∈ Sk(Γ) be as in §1.4. De-
fine F : Γ\H → C by the formula F (z) = yk|∆(z)|2. The constant term of F is
aF (0, y; 1) = y
k
∑|a∆(n)|2e−4piny, which has the Mellin transform (for Re(s) > 1)
aF (0, ·; 1)∧(1− s) = Γ(k − 1 + s)
(4pi)k−1+s
∑
n∈N
|a∆(n)|2
nk−1+s
=:
Γ(k − 1 + s)
(4pi)k−1+s
L(∆×∆, s)
ζ(2s)
.
Thus Theorem 5.6 reads∫
SL2(Z)\H
yk|∆(z)|2 dx dy
y2
=
∫
(1+δ)
(H(s)−H(1− s))2ξ(2s)aF (0, ·; 1)∧(1− s) ds
2pii
= 2
∑
n∈N
|a∆(n)|2
(4pin)k−1
∑
d∈N
Φk,H(4pi
2d2n),
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where Φk,H(y) =
∫
(1+δ)
(H(s) − H(1 − s))Γ(s)Γ(k − 1 + s)y−s ds2pii . For the choice
H(s) = s, one can verify that Φk,H(y) = y
(k−1)/2(4
√
yKk−2(2
√
y)− 2Kk−1(2√y))
(see Lemma A.4). The result obtained is equivalent to what one would get by
first expressing the Petersson norm of ∆ in terms of the residue of L(∆ × ∆, s)
at s = 1 via the Rankin–Selberg method, and then computing that residue via an
approximate functional equation. The “two proofs” are essentially rearrangements
of one another.
Remark 5.8. Theorem 5.6 allows one to compute effectively the holomorphic pro-
jection of certain weight k automorphic functions, even in the delicate case k = 2.
However, it requires knowledge of Fourier expansions at all cusps. It would be in-
teresting to have a effective method for computing holomorphic projections using
Fourier expansions only at the cusp ∞ when k = 2. Conceivably one could redo
the above argument with the non-holomorphic weight k Poincare´ series and its re-
currence relation under s 7→ s+ 1 taking the place of the non-holomorphic weight
0 Eisenstein series and its functional equation under s 7→ 1 − s, but we have not
attempted to do so.
Remark 5.9. Theorem 5.6 is also of theoretical interest, because it gives a way to
evaluate integrals of automorphic functions F for which one cannot satisfactorily
control the norm S(F ) of Lemma 5.4. We exploit this property in a paper under
preparation to bound periods of restrictions of Hilbert modular forms.
Appendix A. Proof of formulas
In this section we show how the identity of Theorem 5.2 and the method for
computing Petersson inner products afforded by Theorem 5.6 imply the identites
stated in §3.
A.1. Fourier expansions at various cusps. Preserve the notation of §§5.1 and
5.2. Let F : H → C be the function F (z) = ykf(z)θz1,z2(z), which arose as the
integrand of (13). Owing to the identity Im(τz) = Im(z)/|cz + d|2 for τ = ( ∗ ∗c d ) ∈
SL2(R), we have F (τz) = ykf |kτ(z)θz1,z2 |kτ(z) for all τ ∈ SL2(R). In particular,
F (γz) = F (z) for all γ ∈ Γ. For each τ ∈ SL2(Z), write F (τz) =
∑
aF (n, y; τ)e(nx)
for the Fourier expansion of F (τz), where the sum is over n in (1/w)Z with w the
width of the cusp τ∞.
Suppose now that N , the level of the Eichler order R, is squarefree. Our aim in
this subsection is to evaluate the sum, taken over τ ∈ Γ\SL2(Z), of the “constant
terms” aF (0, y; τ) of F . For a lattice L < M2(R) and positive reals t and y, set
U˜k(L; t, y) := y
kUk(L; t, y)e
−2pity.
Theorem A.1. With cf (d) as in (9), we have∑
τ∈Γ0(dBN)\ SL2(Z)
aF (0, y; τ) =
∑
n∈N
af (n)
∑
d|dBN
cf (d)U˜k(σ
−1
z1 R
(d)σz2 ;n/d, y).
The proof is a calculation that occupies the remainder of this subsection.
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Coset representatives. For each positive integer M , the natural map SL2(Z) →
SL2(Z/M) is surjective. By the Chinese remainder theorem, it follows that for each
divisor d of dBN , there exists an element τd ∈ SL2(Z) such that
τd ≡
[
0 1
−1 0
]
mod d, τd ≡
[
1 0
0 1
]
mod
dBN
d
.
The difference between two such elements τd belongs to the normal subgroup
Γ(dBN) = {γ ∈ SL2(Z) : γ ≡ 1 mod dBN} of Γ. The width of the cusp τd∞
is d. For each real x and nonzero real y, set
n(x) =
[
1 x
0 1
]
∈ SL2(R), a(y) =
[
y1/2 0
0 y−1/2
]
∈ SL2(R).
Recall that Γ = Γ0(dBN) with dBN squarefree. The following lemma is well known.
Lemma A.2. Let d traverse the positive divisors of dBN , and let j traverse a set of
representatives for Z/d. Then the matrices τdn(j) traverse a set of representatives
for Γ\ SL2(Z).
Fourier expansion of f . Let d be a divisor of dBN . The newform f ∈ Fk(dBN)
has squarefree level. Let af (n) be the nth Fourier coefficient of f , as in (7). By a
well-known result of Atkin–Lehner, it transforms under τda(d) via f |kτda(d)(z) =
µ(d)dk/2−1
af (d)
f(z). Since f |ka(d)−1(z) = d−k/2f(z/d), it follows that
(19) f |kτd(z) = µ(d)
d · af (d)f(z/d) =
µ(d)
d · af (d)
∑
n∈N
af (n)e((n/d)x)e
−2pi(n/d)y.
Fourier expansion of θz1,z2 . Let d be a divisor of dBN . One can compute the
Fourier expansion of θz1,z2 |kτd via the adelic Weil representation (see Remark B.4).
The result obtained is that
(20) θz1,z2 |kτd(z) =
µ((d, dB))
d
∑
n∈Z
Uk(σ
−1
z1 R
(d)σz2 ;n/d, y)e((n/d)x).
Proof of Theorem A.1. Let d be a divisor of dBN . By (19), (20), and the definition
(9) of cf (d), the constant term of F (τdz) is
aF (0, y; τd) = y
k µ(d)
d · af (d) ·
µ((d, dB))
d
∑
n∈N
af (n)Uk(σ
−1
z1 R
(d)σz2 ;n/d, y)e
−2pi(n/d)y
=
cf (d)
d
∑
n∈N
af (n)U˜k(σ
−1
z1 R
(d)σz2 ;n/d, y).
A direct calculation shows that aF (0, y; τdn(j)) = aF (0, y; τd) for all integers j, so
Lemma A.2 gives∑
τ∈Γ0(dBN)\ SL2(Z)
aF (0, y; τ) =
∑
d|dBN
∑
j∈Z/d
aF (0, y; τdn(j))
=
∑
n∈N
af (n)
∑
d|dBN
cf (d)U˜k(σ
−1
z1 R
(d)σz2 ;n/d, y).

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A.2. Proofs of formulas stated in §3. Let notation be as in §5.1, and set F (z) =
ykf(z)θz1,z2(z). Theorem 5.2 reads
(21) (y1y2)
k/2fB(z1)fB(z2) =
∫
Γ\H
F (z)
dx dy
y2
.
We apply Theorem 5.6 with ε = 100, H(s) = s, and δ = 10, giving
(22)
∫
Γ\H
F (z)
dx dy
y2
=
∫
(10)
(2s− 1)2ξ(2s)
∑
τ∈Γ\ SL2(Z)
aF (0, ·; τ)∧(1− s) ds
2pii
.
Suppose now that N is squarefree. By Theorem A.1, we then have
(23)∑
τ∈Γ\ SL2(Z)
aF (0, ·; τ)∧(1−s) =
∑
n∈N
af (n)
∑
d|dBN
cf (d)U˜k(σ
−1
z1 R
(d)σz2 ;n/d, ·)∧(1−s).
Lemma A.3. For each lattice L < M2(R) and positive real t,∫
(10)
(2s− 1)2ξ(2s)U˜k(L; t, ·)∧(1− s) ds
2pii
= Vk(L, t).
Proof of Theorem 3.1, assuming Lemma A.3. Combine (21), (22), (23) and Lemma
A.3. 
Proof of Theorem 3.9. This is obtained from Theorem 3.1 by differentiating. We
omit the details, but remark that the resulting formula has convincingly passed all
numerical tests. 
To prove Lemma A.3, we need the following technical lemma.
Lemma A.4. For each positive real x and ν ∈ C with Re(ν) ≥ 0,∫
(10)
(s− 12 )
Γ(s)Γ(s+ ν)
(x/2)2s+ν
ds
2pii
= xKν−1(x)−Kν(x).
Proof. Mellin inversion and the integral formula
∫∞
0
xsKν(2x) d
×x = 14Γ
(
s+ν
2
)
Γ
(
s−ν
2
)
valid for Re(s± ν) > 0 (see [10, 6.561.16]) show that for Re(ν) > −5,
Kν(x) =
1
4
∫
(Re(ν)+5)
Γ
(
s+ν
2
)
Γ
(
s−ν
2
)
(x/2)s
ds
2pii
=
1
2
∫
(10)
Γ (s) Γ (s+ ν)
(x/2)2s+ν
ds
2pii
.
For Re(ν) > −4, the identity sΓ(s) = Γ(s+ 1) gives
xKν−1(x) =
∫
(9)
Γ(s)Γ(s+ ν − 1)
(x/2)2s+ν−2
ds
2pii
=
∫
(10)
s
Γ(s)Γ(s+ ν)
(x/2)2s+ν
ds
2pii
.
Subtracting, we are done. 
Proof of Lemma A.3. Since P (α) + det(α) = 2|X(α)|2, we see that
U˜k(L; t, y) =
yk+1
2
∑
α∈L
det(α)=t
X(α)ke−2pi(P (α)+t)y =
yk+1
2
∑
α∈L
det(α)=t
X(α)ke−4pi|X(α)|
2y.
Thus for each s ∈ C with Re(s) = 10,
U˜k(L; t, ·)∧(1− s) =
∫
y∈R×+
U˜k(L; t, y)y
s−1 d×y
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=
1
2
∑
α∈L
det(α)=t
X(α)k
Γ(s+ k)
(4pi|X(α)|2)s+k
=
∑
α∈L
det(α)=t
eik argX(α)Zk(4pi|X(α)|; s),(24)
where Zk(x; s) := 2
−k−1pisΓ(s+ k)(x/2)−2s−k; here the interchange of summation
and integration is justified by absolute convergence. Since ξ(2s)pis = Γ(s)
∑
m∈Nm
−2s,
it follows from Lemma A.4 that
∫
(10)
(2s− 1)2ξ(2s)Zk(x; s) ds
2pii
= 21−k
∑
m∈N
mk
∫
(10)
(s− 12 )
Γ(s)Γ(s+ k)
(mx/2)2s+k
ds
2pii
(25)
= 21−k
∑
m∈N
mk(mxKk−1(mx)−Kk(mx))
= Wk(x).
Combining (24) and (25) (with x = 4pi|X(α)|), we conclude that∫
(10)
(2s− 1)2ξ(2s)U˜k(L; t, ·)∧(1− s) ds
2pii
=
∑
α∈L
det(α)=t
eik argX(α)Wk(4pi|X(α)|),
which equals Vk(L, t) by definition. 
Appendix B. Explicit Shimizu correspondence
In this appendix, we explain how Theorem 5.2 follows from the Shimizu corre-
spondence as pinned down by Watson [38, Thm 1].
B.1. Notation, measures. Let B be an indefinite rational quaternion algebra.
Recall the notation from §§2.2 and 2.3. The discussion that follows applies to non-
split B as well as to B = M2(Q). We regard B, B×, PB×, B1 := {b ∈ B× :
det(b) = 1}, and Z(B×) = center of B× as algebraic groups over Q.
Let A =
∏′Qv = R× Qˆ (Qˆ = ∏′pQp) be the adele ring of Q. For G an algebraic
group over Q, write Gv = G(Qv). We identify G(A) = G∞×G(Qˆ) without mention.
Let G∞+ be the topologically connected component of G∞, which for G =
B× or PB× is the subgroup of positive determinant elements. We fix compatible
identifications B∞ = M2(R) and B×∞ = GL2(R), and let K∞ = SO(2) ⊂ B×∞+ be
the maximal compact connected subgroup of B×∞+ stabilizing i ∈ H.
Let X = either Qv or Bv. Define 〈, 〉 : X ×X → Qv by Qv ×Qv 3 (x, y) 7→ xy
and Bv × Bv 3 (α, β) 7→ tr(αβι) = αβι + βαι. Let S(X) denote the space of
Schwarz-Bruhat functions on X. Let e =
∏
ev ∈ Hom(A/Q, S1) be the standard
additive character, characterized by requiring e∞(x) = e(x) := e2piix. Let dx be
the Haar measure on X for which the Fourier transform F : S(X) → S(X) given
by Fϕ(y) := ∫
Bv
ϕ(x)ev(〈x, y〉) dx satisfies FFϕ(x) = ϕ(−x). For x ∈ X, let |x| be
its modulus, so that [y 7→ xy]∗dy = |x| dy. Let d×x be the measure ζv(1)|x|−1 dx
on X×, where ζp(s) := (1− p−s)−1 and ζ∞(s) := pi−s/2Γ(s/2).
The measures so-defined on Q×v and B×v induce measures d×α on PB×v and d(1)α
on B1v via the short exact sequences 1 → B1v → B×v ν−→ Q×v → 1 and 1 → Q×v →
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B×v → PB×v → 1. This normalization is consistent with [38, 2.1.2]. For p - dB
(resp. p | dB), the measure d(1)α assigns volume ζp(2)−1 (resp. (p − 1)−1ζp(2)−1)
to the group of norm one units in a maximal order in Bp. Let σz (z ∈ H) be as in
§3.1. Then on B1∞, the measure d(1)α is given by
d(1)α =
1
2
dx
d×y
|y| dθ if α = σx+iy
[
cos(θ) sin(θ)
− sin(θ) cos(θ)
]
.
The product d(1)α :=
∏
v d
(1)αv of measures on B
1
v converges to a measure on
B1(A), inducing a quotient measure on [B1] := B1(Q)\B1(A) by giving B1(Q) the
counting measure. We may define similarly a product measure d×α :=
∏
v d
×αv
on PB×(A) inducing a quotient measure on [PB×] := PB×(Q)\PB×(A).
B.2. Adelization. Let R ⊂ B ↪→ M2(R) be an Eichler order and real embedding
giving rise to the lattice Γ = R ∩ SL2(R) < SL2(R). Let Rp = R ⊗Z Zp and
Rˆ =
∏
Rp ⊂ B(Qˆ). If F(Γ\H) is a fundamental domain for Γ\H, then{
σz
(
cos θ sin θ
− sin θ cos θ
)× κ0 : z ∈ F(Γ\H), 0 ≤ θ < pi, κ0 ∈ Rˆ×}
is a fundamental domain for [SL2]. Fix a positive even integer k. The following
lemma is a consequence the strong approximation theorem.
Lemma B.1. The identity F (σz × 1) = yk/2f(z) for z = x + iy ∈ H induces a
bijection f ↔ F between the space of automorphic functions f of weight k on Γ and
the space of smooth functions F : B×A → C satisfying F (zγgκ∞κ0) = F (g)χk(κ∞),
where z ∈ Z(B×)A, γ ∈ B×Q , g ∈ B×A , κ∞ ∈ K∞ ⊂ B×∞+, κ0 ∈ Rˆ× and χk : K∞ =
SO(2)→ S1 is given by ( cos θ sin θ− sin θ cos θ ) 7→ eikθ. If f1 ↔ F1 and f2 ↔ F2, then∫
[B1]
F1(g)F2(g) d
(1)g =
1
2
∫
[PB×]
F1(g)F2(g) d
×g
=
1
c(Γ)
∫
Γ\H
ykf1(z)f2(z)
dx dy
y2
,
where c(Γ) := 2pi−1ζ(2)dBN
∏
p|dB (1− p−1)
∏
p|N (1 + p
−1).
Remark B.2. One has c(Γ) = vol(Γ\H) (see Remark 2.3), or equivalently, vol([B1]) =
(1/2) vol([PB×]) = 1.
B.3. Weil representation. Let B be a quaternion algebra over Q. Let GO(B) be
the orthogonal similitude group of the four-dimensional quadratic space (B, det),
and ν : GO(B) → Gm the similitude factor. Let H = G(SL2×O(B)) = {(g, h) ∈
GL2×GO(B) : det(g) = ν(h)}. Then H(A) acts on the space S(B(A)) = ⊗′S(Bv)
of Schwarz-Bruhat functions via the Weil representation ω = ⊗ωv, characterized
by (see [18, §3])
ωv(n(x)t(y), 1)ϕv(α) = |t|4/2v ev(xdet(α))ϕv(tα) for x ∈ Qv, y ∈ Q∗v,
ωv(w, 1)ϕv(α) = (−1)1v|dBFϕv(α),
ωv
([
1
ν(h)
]
, h
)
ϕv(α) = |ν(h)|−4/4v ϕv(h−1α) for h ∈ GO(B)v.
Here 1v|dB is 1 if v divides dB and 0 otherwise, while
n(x) :=
[
1 x
1
]
, t(y) :=
[
y
y−1
]
, w :=
[
1
−1
]
.
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B.4. Theta correspondence. There is a morphism ρ : B××B× → GO(B) given
by ρ(b1, b2)(α) = b1αb
−1
2 , which surjects onto the connected component and satisfies
det(b1b
−1
2 ) = ν(ρ(b1, b2)). For ϕ ∈ S(BA), g ∈ GL2(A) and (b1, b2) ∈ (B××B×)(A)
with det(g) = det(b1b
−1
2 ), define the theta kernel
θϕ(g; b1, b2) =
∑
α∈B
ω(g, ρ(b1, b2))ϕ(α).
For fixed b1, b2 ∈ B×(A) and g′ ∈ GL2(A) with det(g′) = det(b1b−12 ), the function
SL2(A) 3 g 7→ θϕ(gg′) is left-SL2(Q)-invariant. If F is a function on GL2(Q)\GL2(A)
of rapid decay modulo the center, define for b1, b2 ∈ B×(A) its theta lift
Θϕ(F¯ )(b1, b2) =
∫
g∈[SL2]
F¯ (gg′)θϕ(gg′; b1, b2) d(1)g,
where g′ ∈ GL2(A) is any element for which det(g′) = det(b1b−12 ).
B.5. The precise lifting for newforms. Let notation be as in §5.1. Let fB ↔ FB
and f ↔ F via Lemma B.1. Define ϕ = ⊗ϕv ∈ S(B(A)) via ϕp = vol(R×p , d×x)−11Rp
and ϕ∞ = pi−1Xke−2piP , where 1Rp is the characteristic function of Rp, and X and
P are as in §3.2. This choice is consistent with [38, §2.3]. The definitions imply:
Lemma B.3. For z, z1, z2 ∈ H, we have θϕ(σz;σz1 , σz2) = c(Γ′)yk/2θz1,z2(z).
Remark B.4. To get the Fourier expansion for θz1,z2 |τd(z) claimed in Appendix A.1,
we use that c(Γ′)yk/2θz1,z2 |τd(z) = θϕ(τdσz × 1;σz1 , σz2) = θϕ(σz × τ−1d ;σz1 , σz2)
and apply the definition of the Weil representation at the finite places. The key
calculation is that at a prime p for which we may identify Bp = M2(Qp), we have
F1( Zp Zp
pαZp Zp
) = p−α1(Zp p−αZp
Zp Zp
).
We omit the details, since they are discussed in [25] and [38, §2.1].
Theorem B.5. For b1, b2 ∈ B×(A), we have FB(b1)FB(b2) = ‖FB‖
2
‖F‖2 Θϕ(F¯ )(b1, b2),
where
‖FB‖2 := 1
2
∫
[PB×]
|FB |2(g) d×g, ‖F‖2 := 1
2
∫
[PGL2]
|F |2(g) d×g.
Proof. This is [38, Thm 1]. Although Watson assumes throughout his paper that N
is squarefree, his proof of this particular result applies verbatim for general N . 
Proof of Theorem 5.2. By Lemma B.1, Lemma B.3 and Theorem B.5,
(y1y2)
kfB(z1)fB(z2) = FB(σz1)FB(σz2) = Θϕ(F )(σz1 , σz2)
=
‖FB‖2
‖F‖2
∫
[SL2]
F (g)θϕ(g;σz1 , σz2) d
(1)g
=
‖FB‖2
‖F‖2
1
c(Γ)
∫
Γ\H
yk/2f(z)θϕ(σz;σz1 , σz2)
dx dy
y2
= C
∫
Γ\H
ykf(z)θz1,z2(z)
dx dy
y2
, C :=
‖FB‖2
‖F‖2
c(Γ′)
c(Γ)
.
Since fB and f are compatibly-normalized (see Definition 2.2), we have C = 1. 
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